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Abstract— In large social networks, web objects become increasingly popular. Multimedia object classification and representation is a necessary 

step of multimedia information retrieval. Indexing and organizing these web objects for the purpose of convenient browsing and search of the 

objects, and to effectively reveal interesting patterns from the objects. For all these tasks, classifying the web objects into manipulable semantic 

categories is an essential procedure. One important issue for classification of objects is the representation of images. To perform supervised 

classification tasks, the knowledge is extracted from unlabeled objects through unsupervised learning. In order to represent the images in a more 

meaningful and effective way rather than using the basic Bag-of-words (BoW) model, a novel image representation model called Bag-of-visual 

phrases(BoP) is used. In this model visual words are obtained using hierarchical clustering and visual phrases are generated by vector classifier 

of visual words. To obtain the Spatio-semantic correlation knowledge the frequently co-occurring pairs are calculated from visual vocabulary. 

After the successful object representation, the tags, comments, and descriptions of web objects are separated by using most likelihood method. 

The spatial and semantic differentiation power of image features can be enhanced via this BoP model and likelihood method. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The social media repositories like Flicker
1
, and Zoomr allow 

their users to interpret their images with their own tags chosen 

by users and these tags are used as indexing keywords for 

faster image search and other applications [13].Billions of 

photos are uploaded to and collected by Flickr 

(www.flickr.com) and Facebook (www.facebook.com), 

millions of videos are being uploaded to YouTube 

(www.youtube.com); millions of products are being sold on 

Amazon (www.amazon.com);millions of research papers are 

referenced on CiteULike (www.citeulike.com). 

 

For these increased multimedia objects, web users provide the 

textual information about these web objects with tags, 

comments and description of that objects, but true labels of 

web images  for classification are difficult to obtain and 

expensive also. Traditional learning techniques[9]have the 

assumption that training and test data are drawn from the same 

data distribution and that’s why they are not suitable for 

dealing with the situation where new unlabeled data are 

obtained from fast evolving , related but different information 

sources. Number of applications of supervised learning 

requires good generalization from the limited labeled data.  

For all these tasks, classification of these web objects into 

manipulable semantic categories is an essential preprocess for 

browsing, searching, indexing, and mining these web object. 

Advances in computer and multimedia technologies allow for  

 

 
1 
http://www.flicker.com/ 

 

 

 

the production of images and large repositories for image  

storage with little cost.  

 

Due to the explosive growth of heterogeneous web objects 

[13] especially non-textual objects such as products, pictures, 

and videos, have made the problem of web classification 

[1][14] increasingly challenging. Such objects often suffer 

from lack of easy-extractable features with semantic 

information, interconnections between each other, as well as 

training examples with category labels. The main goal is to 

create, manage, and query image databases in an efficient and 

effective way that is in accurate manner.  

 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 

describes old methods for Multimedia Object Representation 

and Classification. Section III describes implementation 

details of proposed method. Section IV describes datasets 

required and Section V describes conclusion. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

There have been some works attempting to seek visual word 

combinations to capture the spatial information among visual 

words. Previously used BoW [1] [2][10] model  is useful for 

image domain but containing very limited semantic 

information.  
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Each visual word is represented by region/patches which are 

come from different parts of multimedia objects. To deal with 

semantic information among visual words, number of methods 

has been proposed like frequently co-occurring patterns[10], 

frequent adjacent regions/patches pairs, defining meaningful 

phrases[1][10][11].Using BoW model with more visual words 

improves the system performance but when the number of 

visual words reaches specific level then performance degrades. 

 

Existing studies have focused on representing web multimedia 

objects and classify them for indexing, browsing and searching 

purpose[14].Classic supervised learning is suitable only for 

labeled data samples but fails where the true labels of the 

images are missing and difficult to obtain. It integrates 

different types of features from different information sources 

for classification purpose. Feature Integration [3], Kernel 

Integration, and Semantic Integration these three methods of 

multi-view learning [3] works at three levels. Feature 

integration works at Feature level. In feature level, feature 

extraction and representation is more informative but difficulty 

is as the data dimension increases, its learning complexity 

increases. In semantic integration, results on different feature 

space are combined at semantic level but the proper 

correlation structure between different features is somewhat 

difficult to obtain [3]. 

 

Classification can be performed with a heterogeneous transfer 

learning framework [7] for knowledge transfer between text 

and images. Some annotated images can be found on many 

social Web sites, a target-domain classification problem 

occurs. [13] Proposed the method of web object classification 

as an optimization problem on a graph of objects and tags. An 

efficient algorithm is used to enrich the semantic features for 

the objects and classify the web objects into different 

categories of unlabeled objects from both homogeneous and 

heterogeneous labeled objects, through the implicit connection 

of social tags.  

 

To improve the classification accuracy by considering both 

labeled and labeled data, co-updating method [4] is used 

previously which mainly focus on unlabeled data 

classification. A new method self –taught learning [5]is used 

to handle large number of unlabeled images (or audio samples, 

or text documents) randomly downloaded from the Internet to 

improve performance on a given image (or audio, or text) 

classification task. A self-taught learning approach uses sparse 

coding to construct higher level features using the unlabeled 

data. Largely unsupervised learning algorithms were presented 

for improving performance on supervised classification tasks.  

 

Self-taught learning process consists of two stages: First learn 

a representation using only unlabeled data and then apply this 

representation to the labeled data, and use it for the 

classification task involving a Self-taught learning algorithm. 

This large unlabeled data is easily handle by Self-taught 

learning known as Transfer learning but this unlabeled data 

cannot be assigned to the supervised learning task's class 

labels.  

 

 

 

Multimodal Integration contributes the combination of 

multiple classifiers for the semantic fusion process [3]. 

Multimodal systems which uses semantic fusion including 

semantic recognizers and a sequential integration process. 

These systems integrate at the feature level and at a semantic 

level. By evaluating the multimodal recognition probabilities, 

identification of the factors that affects the multimodal 

recognition performance was carried out. 

 

Our classification and representation method find out the 

correlation between different information sources as 

knowledge and applicable to new learning tasks. This method 

involves both the image domain and text domain with which      

deals with not only the Spatio information but also semantic 

information and integrated features of it.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed framework is organized into four main steps: 

   (i)    Data Preprocessing 

   (ii)   Feature Extraction  

   (iii)  Creating visual vocabulary Model (BoP Model) 

   (iv)   Creating textual vocabulary model using vector   

            classifier 

   (v)  Spatio -Semantic Object Representation Model using   

     Most Likelihood method 

 

The system architecture is as shown in fig.1. Flicker Dataset is 

used for this system in which collection of web images with 

their textual descriptions is given. Collected Flicker dataset is 

passed through the Feature Extraction phase to generate 

vocabulary tree and Feature Integration phase to find out the 

frequently co-occurring pairs.   

 

 

A. Data Preprocessing  

 

Flicker dataset contains web images with their corresponding 

textual descriptions. This data should be passed to the feature 

extraction phase with some preprocessing. Three operations 

are performed on the text domain of this dataset. They are 

1. Stopwords Removal 

2. Nonwords Removal 

 3.  Stemming 

B. Feature Extraction 

 

As Flicker dataset contains the web images with their 

corresponding textual description, we have to extract the 

features of the images that are present in our dataset. We are 

having I as a set of images and D as a set of textual 

descriptions. For image the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform)[17]  is used to extract the features from image and 

representing each image as a Bag-of-Words (BoW) which 

gives limited semantic information. For text, the tf-idf[15] is 

used to extract the features from the corresponding textual 

descriptions that are assigned to each image.  
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Fig: Flow of System  

 

 

 

Given the collections of all such terms called textual words, 

T = {t1,t2,..,tw} as each textual descriptor, Vi, is represented as 

a vector of terms(text) along with their weights, Vi= 

{fi,1,fi,2,..,fi,w} where fij is a term(textual word) weight 

representing the number of occurrences of term(textual word) 

tj in the textual descriptor fi. These term weights are then 

transformed using a standard (tf-idf) approach [15].  

 

 

 

C. Creating Visual Vocabulary Model 

 

After Feature Extraction we get visual and textual words. Each 

feature extracted provides us the description of patch/region. 

From that extracted features vocabulary of visual words is 

generated using Hierarchical clustering. SIFT feature 

extraction provides us all the keypoints that are extracted from 

dataset images. 
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These Keypoints are grouped together in such a way that any 

keypoint that belongs to a specific cluster that should not be 

assigned to another cluster. To find out the semantic 

relationship between visual words SIFT features along with 

color histogram is applied and from that Vocabulary 

dictionary of visual words is generated which shows most 

matching cluster for finding the correlation. Here we get the 

tag and appropriate title for the given object.  

 

Output of this vocabulary is forwarded to vector quantization  

mechanism to generate the visual vector in which each image 

is represented by words and phrases. 

 

         AvgSim (Fi , Ck) =  ∑ Sim(Fi , Fj ) / | Fj – Fi |………(1) 

 

and  

          Ǝ F | F AvgSim (Fi , Ck) ≥ AvgSim(Fi , Cj) ………(2) 
Where,  

  

          F = set of features  

          C = set of clusters 

 

D. Creating Textual Vocabulary Model using vector 

classifier 

Knowledge Based method find out the correlation knowledge 

for classification purpose from one feature space to another 

feature space. We are dealing with both image domain and text 

domain. Basic BoW model is ignoring some spatial 

information and lacking of semantic relationship information. 

Our method discovers the semantic correlation between 

different information sources as knowledge. Then calculating 

a set of strongly correlated groups (frequent tokens from 

dictionary) fig. 2 to form a Spatio-Semantic correlation 

knowledge.  

 

E. Spatio-Semantic Object Representation Model using 

Most Likelihood method 

 

This framework takes the user query image and extracts the 

features from that query image. After query image feature 

extraction it exploits object knowledge from Spatio-Semantic 

Correlation Knowledge which is formed by vocabulary of 

visual components and textual words. The object 

representation model is based on the consistency between 

“visual similarity” and “semantic similarity” in social images 

where visually similar images frequently behave in a particular 

way to have similar semantic descriptors and vice versa. 

 

From the dictionary of frequent tokens vector classifier is 

applied to train the web object.  

 
1 
http://www.flicker.com/ 

2
 http://www.cnn.com/ 

3
 http://plus.google.com/ 

 

 

 

 

Then collecting all the sentences from given textual 

descriptions and finding out the probability score of each 

sentence.According to that probability score sorting the 

sentences using most likelihood method to get proper textual 

description for the query image. These frequently co-occurring 

tokens are then used to construct the correlation with which 

the Spatio-Semantic Correlation Knowledge is mined. 

 

 

 
 

                   Fig 2:  Correlated groups 

 

A new technique called most likelihood method is used to 

separate out the tags, comments, and textual descriptions of 

that web objects after representing it with Spatio-Semantic 

Feature Integration. 

 

IV. DATASET  

The new method can be evaluated in the context of different 

real world datasets for web object classification and 

representation collected from Flicker
1
, CNN news

2
, Google+

3
,  

Twitter
4
, LinkedIn

5
. Flicker dataset is used where social media 

users assign the textual descriptions to the images for image 

retrieval and indexing purpose. 

 

 

       
 

Fig :   Web images and their corresponding textual description 

 

 
4 
http://twitter.com/ 

5
 http://www. Linkdedin.com/ 
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V. RESULTS 

1. Dataset Preprocessing 

 

 
 

 

 

2. SIFT feature extraction 

 

      
 

 

3. SIFT features saved 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

4. Classification using Hierarchical clustering 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Classified Images 

 

 
 

 

6. Query image  
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7. Most matching class found for given query image  

 

 
 

 

 

8. Object Representation 

 

  
 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The new approach provides both the Spatio-Semantic 
information with which web multimedia object classification 
and representation performance get increased. This framework 
exploits the correlation knowledge among the visual 
components and textual words (visual similarity and textual 
similarity) which is useful in browsing, searching, indexing the 
web multimedia objects. Applied BoP model with Most 
Likelihood method on a large-scale Flicker dataset shows that 
this framework greatly outperforms. 
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